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Abstract
Net invariants and reachability trees are used to investigate dynamic proper-
ties of Petri Nets. Both concepts have been generalized for different classes of
High Level Petri Nets. In this paper we introduce the compound token and
the token flow path concepts. Then we present an algorithm to compute the
S-invariants of a High Level Petri Net using the compound token and the
token flow path ideas and show that all S-invariants of an HLPN can be gen-
erated by a system of integer linear equations without unfolding the net.




Petri Nets, PNs are one of the most interesting means for specification, modeling
and analysis of concurrent systems. There are severnl classes of methods for analyzing
the dynamic behavior of Petri Net models: methods based upon the investigation of the
reachability set of the net, methods based upon homomorphic transfonnation of nets,
and methods using linear net invariants.
The first class of methods depend upon the ability to construct the reachability set
of a PN. For complex systems the reachability set of the Petri Net model is 100 large to
allow any significant analysis because the computations involved become prohibitively
expensive. Structural analysis based upon net invariants is an attractive alternative for
complex Petri Net models. In this case the analysis is perfonned on local subnets while
ignoring how the entire net behaves. The S-invariants are important for validation of
properties as boundedness, mutual exclusions between place markings, liveness, etc.
High Level Petri Nets, lll.PNs are a family of nets with individual tokens and
token variables. Predicatelfransition Nets, Coloured Petri Nets and Relation Nets
belong to this category of nets. The main advantage in using lll.PNs is derived from
their power of representation. Rather complex systems can be modeled as HLPNs in a
succinct and readable way. While the descriptive power of High Level Petri Nets is
unquestionable, the analysis of such nets raises difficult problems. General and efficient
algorithms to construct the reachability trees and the invariants of High Level Petri Nets
are unavailable.
The subject of invariants for Petri Nets is fairly well understood, see for example
[4]. Genrich and Lautenbach [1] have generalized the concept of place invariants also
called S-invariants, and transition invariants to different families of High Level nets.
The problem of constructing S-invarlants for High Level Petri Nets is more complex
and no simple, general, and efficient algorithms are known.
Some concepts used successfully to obtain invariants for High Level Petri Nets are
reviewed in the following. The concepts of quasi-invariants and proper-invariants are
introduced in [2] for Predicate Transition Nets. The quaSi-invariants can be systemati-
cally computed by the Gaussian Elimination algorithm [3], and contain free variables
which have to be projected to obtain proper-invariants which give invariant assertion
over markings. No general and simple method to find correct ways for projecting is
known.
The concept of a weight-function is used to compute S-invariants for Coloured
Petri Nets [6] through a sequence of transfonnation rules. But, in general, it is not pos-
sible to find all invariants using a simple algorithm.
The calculation of semi-flows for predicate transition systems [7], [8], [9] seems
more practical, since leads to S-invariants which can be easily interpreted and can be
obtained from a finite number of integer vectors. But this method involves additional
overhead since all places in a net must have the same arity, and it is not easy to com-
pute semi-flows of tokens with n-elements.
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In this paper we introduce the concept of a token flow path in order to
a. construct invariants with a straightforward interpretation, and
b. bind free variables in a simple manner. In case of unary token flow paths
transitions connect only two places.
The algorithm presented in this paper determines the S-invariants in an unary
token flow path. The choice of the unary token flow path rather than the n-ary token
flow path is well motivated. First of all, n-ary token flow paths with n > 1, seldom
exist Moreover, even when such paths exist. they can be easily constructed from the
unary token flow paths.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the
definition of the High Level Perri Nets and introduces the compound token concept. In
Section 3 the concept of token flow path is defined and an algorithm to find S-invariants
in an unary token flow path is presented. An example is presented in Section 4.
2. DEFINITION AND NOTATIONS
This section presents definitions, terminology and notations which will be needed
throughout the paper.
Denote by N the set of all non-negative integers and Z the set of all non-negative
integers including zero.
Definition 2.1:
A multi-set pI is a function defined on a non-empty set P, pI e [P --7 N].
Intuitively, a multi-set is a set which can contain multiple occurrences of the same
element.
It should be pointed out that there are differences among definition of High Level
Petri Nets given by the different authors. Here, we present a definition based upon the
ones given in [6] and [2].
Definition 2.2:
A High-level Petri Net is an 8-tuple H = (S,T,A, V,D,X,W,M 0), where
S: is a finite, non-empty set of places,
T: is a finite, non-empty set of transitions,
A: is a finite, non~empty set of atomic colours,
V: is a finite set of variables,
D: is a function defined on V such that for each variable v E V, D (v) is a set of
atomic colours called the domain of the variable v.
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X: is a colour function defined on S u T. X (S) represents the set of place
colours for a given maximal arity of places, n, X (S) = u A k with
OS;kS:n
A k = {<>}. X associates with each place a set of possible loken colours, i.e.,
'tip E S, X(P) >;X(S). X(T) represents the set of transition colours. X
attaches to each transition a set of possible occurrence colours. i.e., 'Vt E T,
X (t) is the set of substitutions of all variables appearing free in the immedi-
ate surrounding arc-expressions of t and X (T) = u X (t).
<eT
W: is an arc function defined on (S x T) u (T x S). It indexes family of multi-
sets over u (A u V)', i.e.,
OSkSn
'tI(X,Y) E (S x T) u (T x S), u (A uV)k ->N.
OS"kSn
M0: is called the initial marking of H.
It is known that each High Level Petti Net with a finite set of colours can be
transformed into an equivalent PlacelTransition Net obtained through unfolding each
place p into the set of places ((p,a) Ia E X(P)}, and unfolding each transition I into the
set of transitions {(l,a)lcrE XCt)}. Sometime instead of a transition t reference to a
step (t,O') 10' E X(t) is made. A step is regarded as a generic transition.
Definition 2.3
The incidence matrix of a High Level Petri Net H, is the matrix C = (Cp,t) for all
PES, and t E T with Cp,t defined as Cp,t = Wt,p - Wp,t.
Thus
Cp ': u (A uX)k -> Z., OSkSn
Let Wp,t(O') be the multi-set obtained from Wp,t by substituting the free variables
by atomic colours according to 0'. For instance, if
0= (x t- b, Y t- a) and Wp,t =<a,X> + <.:t,Y> then Wp,t(cr) = <a,b > + <b,a >.
Definition 2.4
The transition t is enabled at the marking M iff
3crE X(I) such lhal Wp.,(cr) $M(P) 'tip E S .
We will say that the step (t, 0), rather than transition t is enabled if a colour func-
tion 0 exists, Le. 30' E X(t). The step (t,O') is not enabled if a colour function 0' does
not exis~ i.e. (I, cr) = 0 if cr EI X (I).
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Definition 2.5
When a step (t,O') is enabled at MI. it can fire and transform marking M 1 into a
directly reachable marking M 2 defined as
M2(P)=Mt(p)-Wp.,(a) + W"p(a) Vp E S.
Denote the t-th column of the incidence matrix C by C t and note that C t is associ-
ated with transition t. To underline the fact that M 2 is reached from M1 when transition
t :fires, the definition of the follower marking presented above can be rewritten as
M 2 =Mt +C'(a).
Let q be a step sequence, the equivalent of a firing sequence
q = {(t,al),(t2,aZ), ... , (t.,a.)).
Definition 2.6
A marking M is reachable from the initial marking M 0 iff a step sequence exists
such that
M =Mo +C· q.
Here C * q is defined as
C • q = L C· (t,a) = L C'(a).
(t,o) E q (t,o) e q
Definition 2.7
The reachability set corresponding to the initial marking M 0 is denoted as [M0>
and it is defined as the set of all markings which are reachable from some initial mark-
ingMo·
Definition 2.8:
I- is a linear function on the reachability set. 1-: [S --> (X (S) --> N)] --> Z; I- is an
S·invarianl if I-(M) = I-(M0) for all M E [M 0>'
In a High Level Petri Net the tokens flowing through the system are distinguish-
able from one another. Such a token has an list of attributes associated with it and it
will be called a compound token. A compound token can be regarded as a collection
of unary tokens. tokens with one attribute only.
In the arc labeling a compound token a is described by the n-tuple <at> ...• an>.
with ai, 1 < i < n, an atomic colour (or variable). aj is the projection of the compound
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token a along the i-th dimension of the colour space. To have a unitary representation
we consider an unary token as an n-tuple with one element only, along one of the direc-
tions of the colour space.
The * notation is used to indicate colour dimension(s) which are not relevant for
the current flow of the compound token. For example, the n-tuples <D, b, c> and <b>
are represented by the notation (b,*) whenever only the colour b is of interest. The
notation M(p)(a,k) indicates that place p contains tokens with the atomic colour of
interest in the k-th position.
3. TOKEN FLOW PATHS AND S-INVARIANTS FOR HIGH LEVEL NETS
To compute S-invariants for a High Level Petri Net we introduce the token flow
path concept and describe an algorithm to construct the S-invariants. The introduction
of the token flow path concept simplifies the computation of S-invariants for High
Level Petri Nets and gives them a clear interpretation. Finally we give an example to
illustrate the algorithm.
(3.1)( x,y) E (S x T) u (T x S)
The Token Flow Path
Let H = (S,T,A, V,D,X,W,M 0) be a High Level Petri Net. Then the associated
Petri Net IH I is defined as:
IH I = (S,T, IWI, IMo I) with:
{
I IW(x,y) I > I
IWI(x,y)= 0 IW(x,y) I =0
IMol(P)= IMo(P)1 Vp E S (3.2)
Informally IH I is obtained from H by omitting the colours of tokens and the
number of tokens.
The incidence matrix of IH I is
lei = (lcl p.,)
for all PES, lET with
Ic Ip •1 = IWI,.p - IWlp.,.
IH I is an ordinary Petri Net and its S-invariants can be computed using for exam-
ple the Martinez-Silva [3] algorithm. After computing the S-invarlanlS of IH I we
elliminate all nonwminimal support S-invariants and focus our attention upon minimal
support Swinvariants. Let us call Sf the set of places in such an S-invariant. The places
in Sf are connected through a set of transitions and arcs and they form a subnet f of H.
Such a subnet f is called a token Row path, f= (S/,T/,A/,D,X/,W/,M6). An impor-
tant property of the token flow path is its closure. This means that transition t, 'Vt E Tf
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connects places Pi, andpj in Sf. Pi. Pj E Sf.
First we compute the S-invariants of IH I and note that the corresponding ele-
ments in the S-invariant of IH J are strictly positive.
Algorithm 1 (Martinez-Silva):
1. A:= ICI;D:=In (nisplaceid).
2. Repeat for j = 1 until i = m {m is transition id}.
2.1 Append to the matrix [D IA] every rows resulting as a non-negative line
combination of row pairs from [D IA] that annul the j·th column of A.
2.2 Eliminate from [D IA] the rows in which the i-th column of A is Don-
null.
It is guaranteed that this method produces all minimal support invariants of IH I
according to the following theorem
Theorem 3.1 (Martinez-Silva) Algorithm 1 generates all the minimal support invariants
of IH I and each invariant is obtained from a subnet Ifl.
The algorithm to compute the S-invariants of a High Level Petri Net H are based
upon thefullowing theorem
Theorem 32 Let I be an S-invariant of H. Then] can be expressed as a linear combina-
tion of S-invariants of some token flow paths of H.
Proof: Unfolding H and all token flow paths we obtain an equivalent net H' and
equivalent subnets. I is equivalent with]' an S-invariant of H'. ]' can be expressed as
a linear combination of invariants from some equivalent subnets of some token flow
paths because all subnets form a basis of S-invariants of H' according to the Theorem
3.1.
Computation of S-Invariants
Call Et the subset of atomic colours present in the token flow path f, Le.,
a E Ef <=> 3p E Sf" Cp.1 «a, *») "" O. The complement of Ef is denoted by NEf. Call
NEt the set containing all colours from NEt and the additional colours from Ef.
Theorem 3.3 (Genrich): Let C be a HLPN-matrix and let p be a place whose arity is
m > 1. For some k with I < k < m, let C' = IC I ~ designate the result of project-
ing all tokens of row Cp , in C along the k-th position. Let 1': S --> [XIS) --> N] be a
variable-free solution of [' >I< C' = O. Then for every monomial v: X (5) --7 N, the, ,
linear function /, defined by / ,(M) = (l' * IM If)"" e' is an S-invariant.
Lemma 3.4 (Genrich): The total projection of C, IC I is the incidence matrix of an ordi-
nary PlacefTransition Net that represents the mere quantitative aspect of HLPN. The
(1)
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total projection II I of every solution of1* C = 0 is an S-invariant of the P/f Net.
The following propositions can be proved using Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.4.
The S-invariants of the token flow path f will be computed by the following formulas.
Proposition 1: Let u = «Xp), (Yp,a,k) Ip e Sf, a e Ef, k e (K) be a solution of
l
vae EfVte Tf L (Xplcp,11 + L Yp,a,kcp,l«a,*)))=O
PES, k e K
'Ix e X a e D (x) L Yp,a,k Cp,1 «x,*» = 0 (PI)
P E Sf
The corresponding invariant is
'1M e [Mo> L (XpIM(p)1 + L Yp,a,kM(p)(a,K»=cl" (constant)
pES! keK
There may be two kinds of solutions in the previous expression, one the S-invariants of
the High Level Petri Net and the other the S-invariants of the Pff Net.
Proposition 2: Let w = «Zp,a,k lp E St. a E NEt, k E K) be a solution of
I
Va e NEj 'It e T 'Ix e Xf a e D (x)
L Zp,a,k Cp,I«X, *» = 0 (P2)
P E Sf
The corresponding invariant is
'1M e [Mo> L L Zp,a,k M(p)(a,k)) = c1,,) (constant)
pES, k E K
All S-invariants of a HLPN can be constructed from the S-invariants of every
token flow path which form a basis of the solution.
An Example
Figure la, presents a HLPN H, We have A = (a,b,c), V = (x,y,z) and
D (x) = (a,b), D (y) = (b,c), D (z) = (a,c), The incidence matrix of H, denoted by C
is presented in Figure 1b.
We apply Algorithm 1 to IH I, and obtain two token flow paths f and g, shown in
Figure 2a and Figure 2b, Applying the formula in Proposition 1 to the flow path f we
obtain the equation groups as follows:
l
XP~H) + Yp "c,1"{-3) + Xp;. + Yp3 ,c,3"\ = 0
Yp"c,l"H) + Xp;' = 0
Yp3 ,c,3"{-31 + Yp .,c,3"1 = 0
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!
XP ;<-</,) + Xp;4 + Yp3.b,2e1 = 0
Yp3.b,Z·] :::; 0
Xp;<-3) + Xp; I = 0
!
Xp·H) + X p·" + Yp"l = 0I 3 3, ...1
y., =0
P',a,l
Xp;(-J) + Xp;l = 0
Then. we can obtain two S-invariants including one special one:
(2)
(3)
IM(P,)I + 3IM(P,)1 + 9IM(P4)1 + 3M(P,) (c,l) + M(P,) (C. 3) + 3M(P4)
(c, 3) = C"
IM(p ,) I + IM(P,) I + 3IM(P4) I = C"
From Proposition 2, we deduce the following equation group the flow path f:
!Zp "a, 1:(-1) + ZP3'a.. 3:3 : 0Zp a,3(-3>+Zp a"-O3. 4••
and the corresponding invariant:
3M(p,)(a, I) + M (p,)(a, 3) + 3M (P4)(a, 3) = C"
In the same way, we can deduce the following equation groups and S-invariants
for the flow path g:
Xp ;C-3) + Xp i4 + Yp3'a, 1"' = 0
YpJQ, 1"3 + Ypz,a. ]"(-2) = 0
Xp;C-3) + Xp;l = 0
Yp3,a.l"(-3) + Yp4,a, 1"1 :::; 0
and the corresponding invariant:
(I)
2IM(P2)1 + IM(P,)I + 3IM(P4)1 + 3M(P2)(a,l) + 2M(p,)(a,l) +
6M(P4)(a, I) = C"
Xp ;(-3) + Xpi4 + Yp3. b,Zo l :::; 0
Yp3.b.2"] + Yp:z,b,I"H) = 0
Yp :z. b,l"(-'ZI + Yp3,b,l"] = 0
XpiC-3) + Xp;1 :::; 0
yp b 1°(-3) + Yp b lei = 0]. • 4_ ,
Yp1,b,2"(-3) + YlJ4.b.2°' = 0
(2)
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and the corresponding invariant:
3IM(P2)1 + 2IM(P3)I + 6IM(P4)1 + 3M(P2)(b,l)
2M(P3)(b, 1) + M(P3)(b, 2) + 6M(P4)(b, 1) + 3M(P4)(b, 2) = C"
1
Xp;(~3) + Xpi4 + Yp3. c,3"1 = 0
Yp3.c.3°3 = 0
Xp;C-3) + Xp;1 = 0
and the corresponding invariant:
4IM(Pz)1 +3IM(P3)1 +9IM(P4)1 =c"
and the corresponding invariant:




4. CALCULATION OF S·INVARIANTS FOR THE PHILOSOPHER SYSTEM
To illustrate the simplicity and the power of the algorithm described in this paper
we consider the philosopher system, consisting of five philosophers who alternatively
think and eat. There are only five chopsticks on a circular table and there is one
chopstick between any two philosophers. Each philosopher needs to use the two
chopsticks adjacent to him when he eats. Obviously two neighbors cannot eat at the
same time. The philosopher system can be described by the net shown in Figure 3.
The model has fifteen places and ten transitions, all indexed on variable i, i E [1,5] in
the following description:
Tj Is the "thinking" place. If Ti holds a token, the i-th philosopher is thinking
or waiting for chopsticks.
Ei Is the "eating" place. If Ej holds a token, the i-th chopstick is free.
Fj Is the "free chopsticks" place. If Fj holds a token, the i-th chopstick is free.
OJ Is the "getting chopsticks" transition.
R j Is the "releasing chopsticks" transition.
For this Petri Net, we can use algorithm 1 to get the following ten S-invariants
which are linearly independent and fonn a basis:
(1) M(T1)+M(E,)=1
(2) M(Tz) + M(Ez) = 1
(6) M(E1)+M(Es)+M(F 1) = 1
(7) M(E1)+M(E2)+M(Fz)=1
(3) M(T3) + M(E3) = I
(4) M(T.) + M(E.) = I
(5) M(Ts) + M(Es) = I
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(8) M(Ez) +M(E3) +M(F3) = I
(9) M(E3)+M(E.) +M(F.) = I
(10) M(E.) +M(Es) +M(Fs) = I
If we fold this PN, we get a model of the system described by the HLPN in Figure
4. In this model the place T stands for the set (T,) and F for (F,), the transition G
stands for the set (G,), and the transition R represents the set (R,) with i e [1,5].
From the incidence matrix C of this HLPN. we obtain the token flow paths shown
in Figure 5.
From Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, we compute the following ten S-invariants
for the ID...PN system without unfolding the net. They are equivalent with those of the
PIT system.
(I) M (T)(P j, I) + M (E)(P j, I) = I
(2) M(T)(Pz,l) +M(E)(Pz,l) = I
(3) M(T)(P3,1)+M(E)(P3.1)=1
(4) M(T)(P.,I) + M(E)(P., I) = I
(5) M(T)(Ps,l) + M(E)(Ps,l) = I
(6) M(E)(fI,2) + M(E)(ft,3) + M(F)(fI, I) = I
(7) M(E)(fz,2) + M(E)(fz,3) + M(F)(fz, I) = I
(8) M(E)(f3,2) +M(E)(f3,3) +M(F)(f3.1) = I
(9) M(E)(f•• 2) + M(E)(f•• 3) + M(F)(f•• I) = I
(10) M(E)(fs,2) +M(E)(fs,3) +M(F)(fs, I) = I
The ten S-invariants presented above can be re-written in a compact fonn as
M(T)(P" I) + M(E)(P" I) = I





In this paper we have introduced the concept of a compound token and token flow
path and based upon these two concepts and we have presented a simple and efficient
algorithm for the computation of S-invariants of High-Level Petri Nets. Using our for-
malism the S-invariants have a simple interpretation.
A software package based upon this algorithm has been implemented to prove the
viability and simplicity of the algorithm.
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Figure 2. The token flow paths for the HLPN in Figure I
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Figure 5. Two token flow paths of the philosopher system
